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HOLLYWOOD'S GAY PARENTING DEBATE
0:01
lol elsewhere a
0:03
okay something cool for it which pawn and Tommy wall floor had been together
0:07
for nearly nine years and married for 20
0:10
22 months ago their family doubled in size
0:13
with your rival twins even in Austin sons born via surrogate
0:17
a couple has noticed something new in entertainment
0:20
that be like I wanna dance for my baby I think everybody likes to see
0:24
a story on television that they can relate to von in Walpole TV shows like
0:29
modern family
0:31
believe and the new film The Kids Are Alright represent a growing trend in
0:35
Hollywood story lines
0:37
gay parents your mom and I sense that there's some other stuff going on in
0:41
your life we just want to be let in
0:43
are you having relationship with some
0:46
I think the entertainment world reflect popular culture I think that that's
0:49
what's happening in the world so what you're seeing in television and film
0:53
is what's going on in our society at large so great thanks not
0:56
everyone thinks it's a good thing including dan Gainor from the culture
1:00
and media Institute
1:01
with says its mission in part is to preserve and help restore America's
1:05
culture
1:06
character traditional values and morals against the assault at the liberal media
1:11
elite
1:11
it's bad for society to promote homosexuals
1:15
prickly homosexual lifestyle in gay marriage and that's what this is doing
1:19
for gainer traditional values require one male and one female parent
1:24
hollywood has done a great deal work causing acceptance in american culture
1:28
from sexuality it's for that very same reason that glad a gate advocacy group
1:33
has lauded such programming
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1:35
telling CNN poll stories like bad of Modern Family's mitchell and Cameron are
1:40
shedding new light
1:41
on the hundreds of thousands of children being raised by loving
1:45
and committed gay parents and the unfair natureza bans on adoption by gay and
1:49
lesbian couples
1:50
that currently exist in Florida you top and Mississippi
1:54
again what they're trying to do is normal I something that
1:57
a lot of people certainly in those states don't want to normalize
2:00
therein lies the debate for many is gay parenting normal
2:05
do you think your normal as far as parenting I think we're completely
2:08
normal we get from getting rehired we have great moments like some great
2:12
moments and
2:13
everything by Liza down the kids not completely normal
2:17
corinne winter CNN Hollywood
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